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ABS function, 172
ACCEPT (user variable) commands, 209, 211–212
Access paths, cost-based optimizers, 302–303, 322
ADD constraint, ALTER command, 49, 59
Addition (+) function, 172
Addition operators (+), 108
ADD_MONTHS date function, 181–182, 252
ADTs (abstract data types)
  collection types
    object-type tables, 70, 72–73
    varrays, 70–72
  defined, 68
  object types, 69–70
Aggregate variables, 346–347
cursors, 357–358
ALL evaluation operator, 198, 200, 201
ALL keyword, with evaluation operators, 114–115
All-objects view, data dictionary, 96
ALL_ROWS mode, cost-based optimizers, 302
ALTER commands
  ALTER SESSION, 513, 315
  ALTER TABLE, 49–50
  ALTER TABLESPACE, 42–43
  ALTER TRIGGER, 67
  object privileges, 87
  system privileges, 82–83
Analytical functions
  basics, 215
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  basics, 225
  Top-N and Bottom-N queries, 226–227
  GROUPING, 220–222
  LAG, 239–243
  LEAD, 239–243
  NTITLE, 230–231
  PERCENT–RANK, 227–228
  versus CUME_DIST, 229–230
  RANK, 222–225
  ROLLUP, 216–218
  ROW_NUMBER, 231–232
  statistical functions, 243–245
  windowing functions
    BETWEEN ... AND, 234
    cumulative aggregate functions, 234–238
    CURRENT ROW, 234
    ORDER BY, 233
    OVER, 233
    PARTITION BY, 233
    ROWS | RANGE, 233
    UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING, 234
    UNBOUNDED PRECEDING, 234
  ANALYZE commands, 301
  system privileges, 83
AND keyword
  clauses
    HAVING, 148–149
    WHERE, 120, 121–122
  cumulative aggregate functions, 237
  evaluation operators, 114–115
  performance tuning, 322
Anonymous block procedures, 339
ANY evaluation operator, 198, 200–202
Arithmetic operators, 107–109
Arrays, 389–392
Ascending/descending order, ORDER BY clauses, 124–125
ASCII function, 152
Assignment operator (:=), 347
Attributes, entities, 3–5
AUDIT commands, system privileges, 83
AVG group function, 143, 145
AVG keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
B
B-Tree indexes, 293, 295, 296, 297
BACKUP ANY TABLE command, 83
Baseline tools, SQL*Plus, 31
BECOME USER command, 83
BETWEEN ... AND windowing functions, 234
BETWEEN evaluation operator, 110, 115–116
cumulative aggregate functions, 237
BFILE data type, 48
Binary relationship, entities, 8
Bitmap indexes, 295–296
BLOB data type, 48
Block labels, code blocks, 341–342
Boolean variables, 345
Bottom-N and Top-N queries, 226–227
BREAK command, 274–277
with COMPUTE command, 277–280
Breaks, report-writing tools (SQL*Plus), 274–277
BTITLE command, 267–269
Business objects
basics, 325–329
multidimensional tables, 329–331
normalization inapplicable, 326
object tables, 324
BY keyword, CREATE USER command, 78
C
Cardinality database relationship, 9–10
ERDs, 14–15
Cartesian joins, 135, 141
CASCADE keyword, DROP USER command, 78
Case-changing functions
LOWER, 155
UPPER, 164–165
CASE statements, 167–169
CEIL function, 172
CHAR data type, 47
LENGTH function, 154
Character functions
ASCII, 152
CHR, 152
DECODE, 165–167
INITCAP, 151, 152, 153, 169
INSTR, 152, 153–154
LENGTH, 152, 154–155
LOWER, 152, 155
LPAD, 152, 156
LTRIM, 152, 156–157
REPLACE, 152, 157–158
RPAD, 152, 158–159
RTRIM, 152, 159
SOUNDEX, 152, 160–161
TO_CHAR, 153, 162
TRANSLATE, 153, 162–163
TRIM, 153, 163–164
UPPER, 153, 164–165
Character variables, 344
CHECK constraint, 54–55, 62
Child tables, 11, 12
CHOOSE_ROWS mode, cost-based optimizers, 302
CHR function, 152
CLEAR BREAKS command, 276
CLOB data type, 48
CLOSE command, 355–356
Clustering, 303
Code blocks, looping structures
FOR, 360
LOOP, 360, 361–363
WHILE, 360, 363–366
with %FOUND cursor attribute, 364–366
Code blocks (PL/SQL)
arrays, 389–392
comments, 345
cursors
with aggregate variables, 357–358
attributes, 358
basics, 354
commands, 355–356
defining, 354–355
versus SELECT/INTO statements, 360
declaration section, 340–341
ELSEIF structures, 349, 353
exception handling, 381–388
exception section, 340–341, 388–389
executable section, 340–341
executing programs, 339, 341
functions, 407–412
header section, 340–341
labels and block labels, 341–342
locking records, 367–370
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looping structures
  FOR, 372–377
  cursors, 375–377
  nested loops, 366–367, 377–378
marking records, 370–371
named procedures, 396–407
packages, 412–418
table attributes, 392–395
table records, 389–392
deleting, 395–396
variables, 343–349
writing programs, 337–339
Collection types, ADTs (abstract data types)
  object-type tables, 70, 72–73
  varrays, 70–72
COLUMN command, 273–274
formatting options, 269–272
Columns
  aliases, 105
  defined, 4
  formatting options, 270–272
  indexing, 293–294
  joins, columns with same names, 133–134
  PLAN_TABLE tables, 306–307
  qualifying, 135
COMMENT ANY TABLE command, 83
Comments, code blocks, 343
COMMIT commands, 88, 93
Comparison operators. See Evaluation operators
Complex database views, 252–255, 256–257
Composite indexes. See Concatenated indexes
Composite keys. See Concatenated keys
COMPUTE command, with BREAK command, 277–280
Concatenated indexes, 294–295, 322
Concatenated keys, 12
Concatenation operators (||), 106–107
Concurrency control, 367–368
Connect strings, 32, 78
CONSTANT constraint, variables, 345–346
Constraints
  ADD, 59
  basics, 53–54
  CHECK, 54–55, 62
  DEFAULT option, 55
  DISABLE, 60
  DROP, 59
  ENABLE, 60
  FOREIGN KEY, 58–59, 61
  MODIFY, 59, 60
  NOT NULL, 55–56, 61
  NOVALIDATE, 60
  PRIMARY KEY, 57–58, 61
  UNIQUE, 56, 62
  VALIDATE, 60
  variables, 345–346
  when to use, 61–62
Correlated subqueries, 203–204
Correlation, statistical functions, 243–245
COS function, 172
COSH function, 172
Cost-based optimizers
  access paths, 322
  clustering, 303
COUNT attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
COUNT group function, 143–144
COUNT keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
Covariance, statistical functions, 243–245
COVAR_POP statistical function, 243
COVAR_SAMP statistical function, 243
CREATE commands
  CREATE DATABASE LINK, 63–64
  CREATE INDEX, 51–52, 298
  CREATE ROLE, 80–81
  CREATE/SELECT TABLE (copying), 49
  CREATE SEQUENCE, 64–65
  CREATE SYNONYM, 62–63
  CREATE TABLE, ADTs
    collection type, 70–73
    nested objects, 73
    object type, 68–70
    CREATE TABLESPACE, 41–42
    CREATE VIEW, 248–251
  system privileges, 83–85
CUBE function, 218–219
CUME_DIST function, versus PERCENT–RANK function, 229–230
Cumulative aggregate functions, 234–238
CURRENT ROW windowing function, 234
Cursor variables, PL/SQL, 421–423
Cursors
  with aggregate variables, 357–358
  attributes, 358
  %FOUND with looping structures, 364–366
  basics, 354
  commands, 355–356
defining, 354–355
  FOR looping structure, 375–377
  versus SELECT/INTO statements, 360
CURVAL keyword, 64
D
Data, defined, 1
Data Control Language. See DCL
Data Definition Language. See DDL
Data dictionary, 94
prefixes and levels of information, 94
views, 96–99
Data flow diagrams. See DFDs
Data flows, 7
Data Manipulation Language. See DML
Data schema diagrams, based on ERDs, 22–23
Data stores, 7
Data types, 47–48
Data warehouses
analytical functions, viewing data, 215–216
business objects
basics, 325–329
multidimensional tables, 329–331
normalization inapplicable, 326
tables, 324
versus database production systems, 323–324
historic tables, 324
materialized views, 262
summary tables, 324
Database administrators (DBAs), 39
Database management software. See DBMS
Database objects
nested tables, 426–427
processing, 424–426
Database production systems, versus data warehouses, 323–324
Database relationships
cardinality, 9–10
Many-to-Many, 18–19, 20
One-to-Many, 9–10, 18–19
One-to-One, 18
ordinality, 9–10
Database schema diagrams, necessity, 6–7
Database view
administering, 248–251
WITH CHECK OPTION clause, 253–254
defined, 247
INSTEAD OF trigger, UPDATE command alternative, 255–258
WITH READ ONLY clause, 254–255
goons to use, 258
simple and complex, 252–253, 256–257
Databases
defined, 1
desk analogy, 39–40
integrity, 53–62
optimizing (See Performance optimization; Performance tuning)
SQL retrieval info required, 5	
tablespaces, 40
types, 40–41
DATE data type, 47
Dates
date functions
ADD_MONTHS, 181–182
basics, 181
GREATEST, 182
LAST_DAY, 182, 183
MONTHS_BETWEEN, 182, 183–184
NEXT_DAY, 182, 184–185
ROUND, 185–186, 187
TO_CHAR, 182
TO_DATE, 182, 186, 188
TRUNC, 185–186, 187
date pictures, 178–181
date values, 177–178
variables, 345
DBAs (database administrators), 39
DBMS (database management software), defined, 1
DBMS_STATS package, 301
DCL (Data Control Language), user accounts
commands, CREATE USER, 78–79
commands, DROP USER, 78–79
default accounts, SYS and SYSTEM, 77
host IDs, 78
manager, default ID, 77
passwords, 78
privileges
commands, 79–88
granting/revoking, 77, 80, 81–82
object privileges, 79, 87–88
roles, 80–81
system privileges, 79
system privileges (list), 82–86
profiles, 78
usernames, 78
DDL (Data Definition Language), 7
DECIMAL data type, 47
Declaration section, code blocks, 340–341
PL/SQL tables, 390–391
DECLARE keyword, code blocks, 340
DECODE function, 165–167
DEFAULT option, constraints, 55
DEFINE (user variable) command, 209, 210–211
DELETE ANY TABLE command, system privileges, 85
DELETE attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
DELETE commands
- manipulating records, 88, 92
- object privileges, 87

DENSE-RANK function
- basics, 225
- Top-N and Bottom-N queries, 226–227

Derived table view, 258, 260–261
- defined, 247

DESC command. See DESCRIBE command

Descending/ascending order, ORDER BY clauses, 124–125

Descending indexes, 295

DESCRIBE command, 101, 102–103

Developer-defined processing, 388–389

DFDs (data flow diagrams), 7

Dictionaries. See Data dictionary

Dictionary view, data dictionary, 95–96

DISABLE constraint, ALTER command, 50, 60

Discoverer 4.0 (Oracle), 334–336

DISTINCT keyword
- COUNT function, 144
- GROUP BY clause, 252
- performance tuning, 322

Division (/) function, 172

Division operators (/), 108

DML (Data Manipulation Language)
- commands
  - COMMIT, 88, 93
  - DELETE, 88, 92
  - INSERT, 88–91
  - ROLLBACK, 88, 93
  - TRUNCATE, 93–94
  - UPDATE, 88, 91–92
- database views
  - WITH CHECK OPTION clause, 253–254
  - simple and complex, 252–253, 256–257

Double ampersand (&&) variable, 207–209

Drilling down, 331–333

DROP commands
- DROP COLUMN option, ALTER command, 50
- DROP INDEX, 52–53
- DROP PROCEDURE, 397–398
- DROP ROLE, 80–81
- DROP SYNONYM, 63
- DROP TABLE, 51
- DROP TABLESPACE, 44
- DROP TRIGGER, 67
- DROP USER, 78–79
- system privileges, 85–86
- DROP constraint, ALTER command, 50, 59

DUAL keyword, FROM clause, 153

Dynamic performance views, V$SQL_PLAN, 312

E
- Edit menu commands, SQL*Plus Editor, 38
- Editing software, 36–39
- ELSEIF structures, 349, 353
- ENABLE constraint, 60
- ALTER command, 50, 60
- Encapsulation, 412–413
- END keyword, code blocks, 340, 341
- Entities. See also ERDs
- Entity relationship diagrams. See ERDs
- Environmental variables, 282–288
- Equal to (=) evaluation operator, 110, 111
- subqueries, 198
- Equijoins, 134, 135
- performance tuning, 322
- Error handling. See Exception handling
- ESCAPE keyword, evaluation operators, 119

Evaluation operators
- BETWEEN, 110, 115–116
- IN, 110, 113–114
- equal to (=), 110, 111
- greater than (>), 110, 112–113
- single-row subqueries, 198
- greater than or equal to (>=), 110
- single-row subqueries, 198
- IS NULL, 111
- less than (<), 110, 112–113
- subqueries, 198
- less than or equal to (I<=), 110
- subqueries, 198
- LIKE
  - basics, 111, 116–117
  - ESCAPE keyword, 119
  - wildcard characters, 117–119
  - not equal to (), 198
  - not qual to (), single-row subqueries, 198
- Exception handling, 381–388
- EXCEPTION keyword, code blocks, 340
- Exception reporting, 331–333
- Exception section, 388–389
  - code blocks, 340–341
- Exceptions, variables, 345
- Executable section, code blocks, 340–341
- EXECUTE ANY PROCEDURE command, system
  - privileges, 86
- EXECUTE commands, object privileges, 87
- EXISTS attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
- EXISTS operator, 203
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performance tuning, 322
EXP function, 172
EXPLAIN PLAN command basics, 305
PLAN_TABLE tables, 305–308, 312
reading results, 308–312
trace statistics, 318
versus V$SQL_PLAN view, 312
Expressions
CASE, 167–169
ORDER BY clauses
expression numbers, 126–127
multiple expressions, 125–126
SELECT clauses, 104–106
EXTERNALLY keyword, CREATE USER command, 78

F
FETCH/INTO command, 355–356
File menu commands, SQL*Plus Editor, 37–38
FIRST attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
First normal form, 20–21
FIRST_ROWS mode, cost-based optimizers, 302
FLOAT data type, 47
FLOOR function, 172
FOLLOWING keyword, cumulative aggregate functions, 236–238
Footer and title settings, report-writing tools (SQL*Plus), 267–269
FOR looping structure, 360
cursors, 375–377
nested loops, 377–378
numeric loops, 372–375
FOR UPDATE and FOR UPDATE OF keywords, locking records, 367–370
FOR UPDATE OF keyword, locking records, 369–370
FORCE ANY TRANSACTION command, 86
FOREIGN KEY constraint, 58–59, 61
Foreign keys, 11
Formatting databases
columns, 270–271
footers, 268
headers, 268
%FOUND cursor attribute, 358
WHILE looping structure, 364–366
FROM clauses, SELECT commands, 103
joins
Cartesian joins, 135, 141
columns with same names, 133–134
equijoins, 134, 135
multiple tables, 131–133
nonequijoins, 135, 138–139
outer joins, 135–138
self joins, 135, 139–140
FROM keyword
SELECT clauses, 106
TRIM function, 163
Full table scans, 292
Function-based indexes, 295, 298
Functions. See Analytical functions; Character functions; Dates, date functions; Group functions; Numeric functions
PL/SQL, 407–412

G
GRANT commands, 80, 81
GRANT SELECT command, 251
object privileges, 87–88
system privileges, 86
Greater than (>) evaluation operator, 110, 112–113
subqueries, 198
Greater than or equal to (>=) evaluation operator, 110
subqueries, 198
GREATEST date function, 182
GROUP BY clauses, SELECT commands, 103
Group functions
AVG, 143, 145
basics, 142
COUNT, 143–144
HAVING clauses, 148–149
MAX, 143, 146
MIN, 143, 145–146
small groups, 146–148
STDDEV, 143
SUM, 143, 144
VARIANCE, 143
GROUPING function, 220–222

H
Handling errors. See Exception handling
Hash joins, 304–305
HAVING clause, SELECT commands, 103
limiting selected records, 148–149
Header section
code blocks, 340–341
named procedures, 398–399
parameter modes, 399–404
Hierarchical databases, 1
Hints, 318–320, 322
performance tuning, 322
Historic tables, 324
Host IDs, user accounts, 78

Identifiers, entities, 7–8
ERDs, creating, 14
primary keys, 8
IF-THEN-ELSE structures, 349, 350–354
IN evaluation operator, 110, 113–114, 198, 199
IN named procedure parameter mode, 399, 400, 401–402
IN OUT named procedure parameter mode, 399, 400
INCREMENT setting, CREATE SEQUENCE command, 64–65
Index-organized tables, 295, 297–298
Indexes, 321–322
B-Tree, 293, 295, 296, 297
basics, 292–293
bitmap, 295–296
columns, selecting to index, 293–294
commands
CREATE INDEX, 51–52
DROP INDEX, 52–53
UNIQUE INDEX, 52–53
concatenated, 294–295, 322
descending, 295
function-based, 295, 298
index-organized tables, 295, 297–298
reverse-key, 295, 297
INITCAP function, 151, 152, 153, 169
Inline view, 258, 260–261
defined, 247
INSERT commands
INSERT ANY TABLE, 86
manipulating records, 88–91
object privileges, 87
Instances, entities, 3
INSTEAD OF trigger, DML statement alternative for views, 255–258
INSTR function, 152, 153–154
Integer identifiers, 389–390
INTERSECT set operator, 196
INTO operator, 347–349
IS NULL evaluation operator, 111
%ISOPEN cursor attribute, 358, 359

Java, and PL/SQL, 427–431
Joins, 10–12
Cartesian, 135, 141
columns with same names, 133–134
equijoins, 134, 135
performance tuning, 322
multiple tables, 131–133
nonequijoins, 135, 138–139
outer, 10, 135–138
performance optimization
hash joins, 304–305
nested-loop joins, 303–304
sort-merge joins, 304
self, 135, 139–140

Labels, code blocks, 341–342
LAG function, 239–243
LAST attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
LAST_DATE date function, 182, 183
LEAD function, 239–243
LENGTH function, 152, 154–155
Less than (<) evaluation operator, 110, 112–113
subqueries, 198
Less than or equal to (<=) evaluation operator, 110
subqueries, 198
LIKE evaluation operator
basics, 111, 116–117
ESCAPE keyword, 119
performance tuning, 322
wildcard characters, 117–119
Linear regression, statistical functions, 243–245
LINESIZE setting, printing, 127–128
Links, databases, 63–64
LIST command, 34
LN function, 172
Local installations, 33
LOCK ANY TABLE command, system privileges, 86
Locking records, 367–370
LOG function, 172
LONG data type, 47
LONG VARCHAR data type, 47
LOOP looping structure, 360, 361–363
Looping structures
FOR, 360
LOOP, 360, 361–363
WHILE, 360, 363–364
with %FOUND cursor attribute, 364–366
nested loops, 366–367
LOWER function, 152, 155
LPAD function, 152, 156
LTRIM function, 152, 156–157
M
MANAGE TABLESPACE command, 86
Management information systems
business objects, 325–331
data warehouses, versus database production systems, 323–324
drilling down, 331–333
exception reporting, 331–333
OLAP, 334–336
Manager ID, user accounts, 77
Many-to-Many database relationship, 18–19, 20
Many-to-Many Not Optional table relationship, 25
Many-to-Many Optional table relationship, 25
Many-to-Many with Link table relationship, 25
Materialized view, 262–265
defined, 247
MAX group function, 143, 146
MAXIMUM keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
Metadata, defined, 1
MIN group function, 143, 145–146
MINIMUM keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
MINUS set operator, 195
MISLABEL data type, 47
MOD function, 171, 172, 173
Models. See Relational database models
MODIFY constraint, ALTER command, 49, 59, 60
MONTHS_BETWEEN date function, 182, 183–184
Multicolumn indexes. See Concatenated indexes
Multiplication (*) function, 172
Multiplication operators (*), 108

N
Named procedures, 396–407
Nested-loop joins, 303–304
Nested looping structures, 366–367
Nested tables in database objects, 426–427
Network databases, 1
pointers, 2
NEXT attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
NEXT_DAY date function, 182, 184–185
NEXTVAL keyword, 64
Nonequijoins, 135, 138–139
Normalization
basics, 19–22
inapplicable for business objects, 326
Not equal to () evaluation operator, subqueries, 198
NOT EXISTS operator, 203
NOT IN operator, performance tuning, 322
NOT NULL constraint, 55–56, 61
variables, 345–346
NOT operator, performance tuning, 322
%NOTFOUND cursor attribute, 358
FOR loops, 375
NOVALIDATE constraint, 60
NTITLE function, 230–231
Null values, 109
NULLIF function, 172
NULLS FIRST | NULLS LAST clause, RANK function, 223–225
NUMBER data type, 47
NUMBER keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
Numeric FOR loops, 372–375
Numeric functions
ABS, 172
addition (+), 172
CEIL, 172
COS, 172
COSH, 172
division (/), 172
EXP, 172
FLOOR, 172
LN, 172
LOG, 172
MOD, 171, 172, 173
multiplication (*), 172
NULLIF, 172
NVL, 172, 173–174
NVL2, 172, 173–175
POWER, 172
ROUND, 172, 175–176
with dates, 185–186, 187
SIGN, 172
SIN, 172
SINH, 172
SQRT, 173
subtraction (–), 172
TAN, 173
TANH, 173
to_number, 171, 173
TRUNC, 173, 176–177
with dates, 185–186, 187
Numeric variables, 344–345
NVL function, 147–148, 172, 173–174
NVL2 function, 172, 173–175

O
Object privileges, user accounts, 79, 87–88
Object-relational databases, defined, 1
Object technology, 1–2
ADTs
collection types
  object-type tables, 70, 72–73
  varrays, 70–72
defined, 68
object types, 69–70

versus relational databases, 68
Object types, ADTs (abstract data types), 69–70
OLAP, Oracle Discoverer 4.0, 334–336
OLTP (on-line transaction processing), data warehouses
  analytical functions, 215
versus database production systems, 323–324
materialized views, 262
ON DELETE CASCADE option, FOREIGN KEY constraint, 58, 59
ON keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
On-line analytical tools. See OLAP
On-line transaction processing. See OLTP
One-to-Many database relationship, 9–10, 18–19
One-to-Many Not Optional table relationship, 24
One-to-Many Optional table relationship, 25
One-to-One database relationship, 18
One-to-One Not Optional table relationship, 24
One-to-One Optional table relationship, 24
OPEN command, 355–356
Optimizing databases. See Performance optimization
Option menu commands, SQL*Plus Editor, 39
OR keyword
  clauses
    HAVING, 148–149
    WHERE, 121–122
    performance tuning, 322
Oracle
  Designer6i, 22
  Discoverer 4.0, 334–336
ORDER BY clauses, SELECT commands, 103, 123–127
ORDER BY windowing function, 235
Ordinality database relationship, 9–10
ERDs (entity relationship diagrams), 14–15
OTHERS exception, 386–387
OUT named procedure parameter mode, 399, 400, 402–404
Outer joins, 10, 135–138
OVER windowing function, 233
Overloading procedures, 405–407

P
Packages
  PL/SQL, 412–418

procedures, 338
PAGESIZE setting, printing, 128
Parent tables, 11, 12
PARTITION BY windowing function, 233
PARTITION clause
  analytical functions, 222
  CREATE TABLE command, 48
  Top-N and Bottom-N queries, 226–227
Passwords, user accounts, 78
PERCENT–RANK function, 227–228
  versus CUME_DIST function, 229–230
Performance optimization. See also Performance tuning
cost-based optimizers, 301
  access paths, 302–303, 322
  clustering, 303
  modes, 302
  settings, 302
joins
  hash, 304–305
  nested-loop, 303–304
  sort-merge, 304
rule-based optimizers, 299–301
Performance tuning. See also Performance optimization
  basics, 291
dynamic performance views, V$SQL_PLAN, 312
EXISTS operator, 322
EXPLAIN PLAN command
  basics, 305
  PLAN_TABLE tables, 305–308, 312
  reading results, 308–312
  guidelines, 321–322
  hints, 318–320, 322
indexes, 321–322
B-Tree, 293, 295, 296, 297
basics, 292–293
bitmap, 295–296
columns, selecting to index, 293–294
concatenated, 294–295, 322
descending, 295
function-based, 295, 298
index-organized tables, 295, 297–298
reverse-key, 295, 297
joins, equijoins, 322
keywords
  AND, 322
  DISTINCT, 322
  OR, 322
UNION, 322
  WHERE CURRENT OF, 370
Performance tuning (continued)
operators
LIKE, 322
NOT, 322
NOT IN, 322
SET TIMING ON command, 321
SUBSTR function, 322
trace statistics
ALTER SESSION commands, 313, 315
basics, 313
running and viewing, 313–318
TKPROF command, 314–318
options, 314–315
PL/SQL, database view, INSTEAD OF trigger, 255–258
PL/SQL (Procedure Language SQL)
code blocks
arrays, 389–392
comments, 343
ELSEIF structures, 349, 353
exception handling, 381–388
exception section, 388–389
functions, 407–412
IF-THEN-ELSE structures, 349, 350–354
locking records, 367–370
marking records, 370–371
named procedures, 396–407
packages, 412–418
sections, 340–341
stored procedures, 97–99
table attributes, 392–395
table records, 389–392
deleting, 395–396
triggers, 65–67
variables, 343–349
cursor variables, 421–423
database objects
nested tables, 426–427
processing, 424–426
executing programs, 339, 341
and Java, 427–431
writing programs, 337–339
PLAN_TABLE tables, 305–308
scripts, 312
Pointers, network databases, 2
POWER function, 172
PRAGMA EXCEPTION_INIT keyword, 385
PRECEDING keyword, cumulative aggregate functions, 236–238
PRIMARY KEY constraint, 57–58, 61
Primary keys, 8, 10–12
Printing reports, 280–281
query results, 127–128
PRIOR attribute, PL/SQL tables, 393–395
PRIVATE keyword, synonyms, 62, 63
Privileges, user accounts, 77
commands, 79–88
granting/revoking, 80, 81–82
object privileges, 79, 87–88
roles, 80–81
system privileges, 79
system privileges (list), 82–86
Procedure Language SQL. See PL/SQL
Procedures, 358
Profiles, user accounts, 78
PS/SQL (Procedure Language SQL), code blocks
cursors, 354–360, 364–366
looping structures, 360–366
nested FOR loops, 377–378
nested loops, 366–367
looping structures, FOR, 372–377
PUBLIC keyword
database links, 64
synonyms, 62, 63
Public or private synonyms, 62, 63
Q
Queries, printing results, 127–128
Quest software, TOAD, 73
QUOTA keyword, CREATE USER command, 78
R
RANGE INTERVAL keyword, cumulative aggregate functions, 236
RANK function, 222–225
Ranking functions
CUME_DIST, versus PERCENT–RANK analytical function, 229–230
DENSE–RANK
basics, 225
Top-N and Bottom-N queries, 226–227
NTITLE, 230–231
PERCENT–RANK, versus CUME_DIST analytical function, 229–230
RANK, 222–225
ROW_NUMBER, 231–232
RATIO_TO_REPORT function, 238–239
RAW data type, 48
RAW MisLABEL data type, 48
READUP command, system privileges, 86
Records in databases, commands, manipulating values, 88–94
REFERENCES command, object privileges, 87
Regression (linear), statistical functions, 243–245
Relational database models, 3
  converting from ERDs
    basics, 17–18
    normalization, 19–22
    process steps, 18–19
Relational databases. See also RDBMS
  defined, 1–3
  versus object technology, 68
tables, entity attribute values, 4–7
Relationships
  databases (See also Table relationship diagrams)
    cardinality, 9–10
    Many-to-Many, 18–19, 20
    One-to-Many, 18–19
    One-to-One, 18
    ordinality, 9–10
  entity types, 8
Remote installations, 32–33
RENAME TABLE command, 50
REPLACE function, 152, 157–158
Report-writing tools (SQL*Plus)
  breaks, 274–277
  environmental variables, 282–288
  formatting columns, 269–274
  printing reports, 280–281
  SET commands, 282, 287–288
  subtotals, 277–280
  title and footer settings, 267–269
RESTRICTED SESSION command, system privileges, 86
Reverse-key indexes, 295, 297
REVERSE keyword, FOR loops, 372, 374
REVOKE commands, 81–82
REVOKE command, object privileges, 87–88
Roles, user accounts, 80–81
ROLLBACK commands, manipulating records, 88, 93
ROLLUP function, 216–218
ROUND function, 172, 175–176
  with dates, 185–186, 187
%ROWCOUNT cursor attribute, 358
  FOR loops, 375–376
ROWID keyword, SELECT clause, 299
ROW_NUMBER function, 231–232
ROWS | RANGE windowing function, 233
%ROWTYPE keyword, 546
cursors, 357–358
RPAD function, 152, 158–159
RTRIM function, 152, 159
RUN command, 34
S
SAMLINT data type, 47
SAVEPOINT command, manipulating records, 93
Search menu commands, SQL*Plus Editor, 39
Second normal form, 20–21
SELECT clauses
  PL/SQL functions, 410–411
  SELECT commands, 103
    character functions, 151–169
    arithmetic operators, 107–109
    concatenation operator, 106–107
SELECT commands. See also Subqueries
  basics, 33–34
  FROM clauses, 103
    character functions, 165–167
data dictionary contents display, 95–96
database queries, 103–106
entering commands on multiple lines, 35
GROUP BY clauses, 103
GROUP BY clauses, functions
  AVG, 143, 145
  basics, 142
  COUNT, 143–144
  HAVING clause, 148–149
  MAX, 143, 146
  MIN, 143, 145–146
  small groups, 146–148
  STDDEV, 143
  SUM, 143, 144
  VARIANCE, 143
  HAVING clauses, 103
  identifying table and column names, 101–103
  object privileges, 87
  ORDER BY clauses, 103, 123–127
SELECT clauses, 103
  arithmetic operators, 107–109
  concatenation operator, 106–107
system privileges, 86
WHERE clauses, 103
  AND, SOME, and ALL keywords, with evaluation operators, 114–115
  basics, 109–110
  character functions, 169
evaluation operators, 110–116
  joins, 141
LIKE operators, 116–119
AND and OR keywords, 120–123
SELECT/INTO statements, versus cursors, 360
SELECT statement. See SELECT command
Self joins, 135, 139–140
Sequences, CREATE SEQUENCE command, 64–65
Sequential databases, 1
SET commands, 282, 287–288
SET TIMING ON, 321
Set operators
basics, 191–192
INTERSECT, 196
MINUS, 195
rules, 192
UNION, 192–194
UNION ALL, 194–195
SET UNUSED option, ALTER command, 50
SIGN function, 172
Simple database views, 252–253. 256–257
SIN function, 172
Single ampersand (&) variable, 205–207
SINH function, 172
SOME keyword, with evaluation operators, 114–115
Sort-merge joins, 304
SOUNDEX function, 152, 160–161
SPOOL commands, 127, 280–281
Spooling, printing reports, 280–281
SQL, retrieval info required, 5
SQLCODE variable, 387–388
SQLERRM variable, 387–388
SQL*Plus
commands, 33–34
entering on multiple lines, 35
defined, 31
log on, basics, 32–33
report-writing tools
breaks, 274–277
environmental variables, 282–288
formatting columns, 269–274
printing reports, 280–281
SET commands, 282, 287–288
subtotals, 277–280
title and footer settings, 267–269
SQL*Plus Editor
basics, 37
editing commands (list), 36
menu commands, 38–39
SQRT function, 173
START WITH setting, CREATE SEQUENCE command, 64–65
STATISTICAL functions, 243–245
STD keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
STDDEV group function, 143
STDDEV_POP statistical function, 243
STDDEV_SAMP statistical function, 243
Stored procedures, PL/SQL code, 97–99
Structured query language. See SQL
Subqueries
basics, 196–197
correlated, 203–204
multiple-column, 202
multiple-row, 198–201
single-row, 197–198
Substitution variables, 205–207
SUBSTR function, 252
performance tuning, 322
Subtotals, report-writing tools (SQL*Plus), 277–280
Subtraction operators (–), 108, 172
SUM group function, 143, 144
SUM keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
Summary tables, 324
Synonyms, commands
CREATE SYNONYM, 62–63
DROP SYNONYM, 63
SYS user account, 77
data dictionary, 94
All–objects view, 96
Dictionary view, 95–96
prefixes and levels of information, 94
User–objects view, 96–97
User_source view, 97–99
System privileges, 79
list, 82–86
SYSTEM user account, 77
T
Table relationship diagrams
elements, 23
example, 26–28
symbols and relationships, 23–26
Tables. See also Child tables; Parent tables
collection types, 70–73
defined, 4
terminology attribute values, 4–7
object types, 69–70
removing (See DROP command)
Tablespaces
commands, 41–44
types, 40–41
TAN function, 173
TANH function, 173
Ternary relationship, entities, 8
Text literals, 105, 106
Third normal form, 20–21
Title and footer settings, report-writing tools
(SQL*Plus), 267–269
TKPROF command, 314–318
TOAD (Quest), 73
TO_CHAR function, 153, 162, 182
TO_DATE date function, 182, 186, 188
TO_NUMBER function, 171, 173
Top-N and Bottom-N queries
DENSE–RANK function, 226–227
PARTITION clause, 226–227
Trace statistics, 313–318
TRANSLATE function, 153, 162–163
INSTEAD OF, 255–258
TRIM function, 153, 163–164
TRUNC function, 173, 176–177
with dates, 185–186, 187
TRUNCATE command, manipulating records,
93–94
TTITLE command, 267–269
%TYPE keyword, 346

U
Unary relationship, entities, 8
UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING windowing function,
234
UNBOUNDED PRECEDING windowing function,
254–255
UNDEFINE (user variable) command, 211
UNION ALL set operator, 194–195, 203–204
UNION operator, performance tuning, 322
UNION set operator, 192–194
UNIQUE constraint, 56, 62
UNIQUE INDEX command, 52–53
UNLIMITED TABLESPACE command, system privi-
leges, 86
UPDATE commands
WITH CHECK OPTION clause, 253–254
INSTEAD OF trigger alternative, 255–258
manipulating records, 88, 91–92
object privileges, 87
WITH READ ONLY clause, 254–255
UPPER function, 153, 164–165
User accounts
commands, CREATE/DROP USER, 78–79
default accounts, SYS and SYSTEM, 77
host IDs, 78
manager, default ID, 77
passwords, 78
privileges
commands, 79–88
granting/revoking, 77
object privileges, 79, 87–88
system privileges, 79
system privileges (list), 82–86
profiles, 78
usernames, 78
User-defined data types. See ADTs
User variable commands
ACCEPT, 209, 211–212
DEFINE, 209, 210–211
UNDEFINE, 211
Usernames, user accounts, 78
User–objects view, data dictionary, 96–97
User_source view, data dictionary, stored proce-
dures, PL/SQL code, 97–99
UTLPLS.SQL script, 312
UTLXPLSQL script, 312

V
VALIDATE constraint, 60
VAL_POP statistical function, 243
VARCHAR data type, 48
LENGTH function, 154
Variables
assigning values, 347–349
basics, 205
cursor variables, PL/SQL, 421–423
definitions
aggregate, 346–347
basics, 543
Boolean, 345
characters, 344
constrained, 345–346
dates, 345
exceptions, 345
numbers, 544–545
double ampersand (&&), 207–209
environmental, 282–288
single ampersand (&), 205–207
user variable commands
ACCEPT, 209, 211–212
DEFINE, 209, 210–211
UNDEFINE, 211
VARIANCE group function, 143
VARIANCE keyword, COMPUTE command, 277
VAR_SAMP statistical function, 243
Views
basics, 247–248
database, 247, 258
administering, 248–251
WITH CHECK OPTION clause, 253–254
Views *(continued)*

- INSTEAD OF trigger, 255–258
- WITH READ ONLY clause, 254–255
- simple and complex, 252–253, 256–257
- derived table, 247, 258, 260–261
- dynamic performance, V$SQL_PLAN, 312
- inline, 247, 258, 260–261
- materialized, 247, 262–265
- reasons to use, 258–262
- V$SQL_PLAN dynamic performance view, 312

W

WHERE clauses
- performance tuning, 321–322
- SELECT commands, 103
  - AND, SOME, and ALL keywords, with evaluation operators, 114–115
  - basics, 109–110
  - evaluation operators, 110–116
  - joins, 141
- LIKE operators, 116–119
- AND and OR keywords, 120–123
- WHERE CURRENT OF keyword, marking records, 370–371
- WHILE looping structure, 360, 363–364
  - with %FOUND cursor attribute, 364–366
  - nested loops, 366–367
- Wildcard characters, evaluation operators, 117–119
- Windowing functions, 233–235
  - cumulative aggregate functions, 234–235
  - moving averages, 236–238
- WITH CHECK OPTION clause, database view, 253–254
- WITH READ ONLY clause, database view, 254–255
- WRITEDOWN commands, system privileges, 86
- WRITEUP commands, system privileges, 86

Z

- Zero normal form, 20–21